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Abstract
Housing remains a major problem for most, especially for the bottom billions; satisfaction on housing is one of
the important indicators that reflect the societal wellbeing. This paper provides a meaning and understanding for
the relationship between housing conditions and wellbeing; therefore, it evaluates the impact of housing
conditions on the emotion, behaviour and psychological wellbeing of middle-income group in Malaysia. In fact,
the housing conditions in this research include home size, housing features, as well as safety and security.
Respondents of 390 were randomly selected from those middle-income houses in Kuala Lumpur and Johor
Bahru (Skudai). The accumulated data were then analysed and descriptive statistics were used to interpret and
evaluate the impact of housing condition on wellbeing. The finding showed small but significant positive
relationship between housing conditions and psychological wellbeing. However, housing conditions is the
contributing factors, which negatively affect the behaviour and attitude of middle-income group children.
Overall, this research supports the critical link between good housing condition that is decent, safe, secure, and
affordable and positive health outcome.
Keywords: housing condition, housing and wellbeing, emotion, behaviour and psychology of housing
1. Introduction
The Malaysian housing policy has developed since its independence from the British in 1957; this policy has
pledged to improve housing quality and affordability for all citizens (Salfarina, Nor Malina, & Azrina, 2011).
Despite the ambitious nature of this commitment, public policy have paid little attention on the impact of
housing condition on dweller’s lives and psychological wellbeing.
Issues of housing and wellbeing have become increasingly important in developed countries, and the home
environment is of tremendous significance to human beings. The relationship between housing conditions and
health has been of policy interest since 1842 when Chadwick noted the low life expectancy of cellar dwellers.
The 1998 Acheson Report identified housing and environment as an importance area for reducing health
inequalities; concerns repeated a decade later by Marmot in 2010 (Barnes et al, 2013).
It is indeed a tough task to define the relationship between housing conditions and wellbeing developing
countries. Although, it has been proven that good housing condition is a key element for ensuring a healthy
society (Howard, 2002); whereas the poor housing condition can have an adverse effect on the family’s
psychological wellbeing (Minton & Jones, 2005). Essentially, it is important in this paper to explain the
relationship between housing and wellbeing; the aim is to describe the impact of housing conditions on the
behaviour, emotions, and psychological wellbeing of middle-income groups in Malaysia. Based on the subjective
matter of this research, qualitative approach was used to facilitate the collecting data.
1.1 The Concept of Housing and Housing Conditions
Housing was defined as a place of attachment (Eshelman, Evans & Kantrowitz, 2002), intentions to relocate
(Earhart & Weber, 1996), and residential satisfaction (Christensen, Carp, Cranz, & Wiley, 1992). Knowing that
absent of the house is assessments of mental health. Housing is a basic human need that Maslow explained in the
hierarchy of needs; and it is the first level of need similar to food and drink (Manitoba, 2012). Housing is not just
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a physical shelter of four walls and a roof; it is about the quality and condition that was expanded in the second
level of Maslow hierarchy of need. At this level, Maslow’s theory demonstrates on how important adequate
housing is for the security and positive development (Martin & Joomis, 2007). Housing usually has a significant
impact on dweller’s safety and wellbeing. An unsafe environment, for instance, increases the likelihood of harm
and injury, which could have implications for the whole family’s wellbeing. Housing in poor condition is more
likely to contain hazards that could create an unsafe environment for the whole family (Ford, et al, 2004).
The provision of adequate, good quality housing for the population has always been a major challenge and task
for most nations in the world particularly the developing countries. As such various measures have been
undertaken towards this end. However, the major constraint in this respect has always been in defining the
criteria for good housing and the impact of poor housing conditions on the psychological wellbeing. This paper
is aiming to discuss in detail the concept of housing and housing conditions. In fact, any definition of housing
condition needs to encompass on a range of factors that determine the house to be good/bad (Barnes et al, 2013).
The obvious one is the physical condition; housing may be deemed to be bad if it is damp, infested, cold, or in a
bad state of repair. Housing may also be considered to bad if it is unable to accommodate the number of people
inhabiting it. The environment in which the housing is located is also important. Relevant neighbourhood factors
include access to amenities, and environmental pollution is also essential. Security of tenure, the status people
attach to housing and the levels of community safety and cohesion in an area are all important features.
Housing size, quality, neighbourhood, location and household composition in any analysis of housing seems to
be very important measure (Rowley & Ong, 2012). According to Stone (2006) “Housing quality can not be
ignored”. The wider concept of “housing” need encompasses many of subjects like housing size, quality,
neighbourhood, location, and household composition (Stone, 2006). In deed, many more can be said on housing
condition, but the important argument is on the relationship between housing conditions and wellbeing.
1.2 The Impact of Housing Conditions on Wellbeing of Middle-income Groups
Mainly, it is difficult to determine the relationship between housing and health because of many variables that
are associated with a person’s wellbeing. The strength and direction of this relationship, however, remains
somewhat contested. A review of academic literature has drawn together strong evidence of the direct impact of
bad housing, poor housing conditions, homelessness, and overcrowding on dwellers’ life chances. However,
given the clear link, the volume of high quality research in this area is surprisingly limited and there is an urgent
need for more comprehensive research in this area. Furthermore, areas where the need for further research is
particularly pressing are the psychological, social or behavioural effects of poor physical environments; the
impact of poor housing on particularly vulnerable groups; and the impact of interventions set up to address
housing problems (Breysse, et al., 2004). Hence, this research concern about how housing conditions can affect
the behavior, emotion and psychological wellbeing of middle-income groups.
It is great to mention that a safety shelter is the second level of need that contributes to the physical,
psychological and emotional wellbeing of the person. There is a strong and well-documented relationship
between housing quality and physical and mental health problems (Payne, 2006). Quality of housing at this point
may refer to lack of safety, dirty conditions, and sharing of rooms or amenities. Apart from quality of housing,
the size of accommodation relative to the number of inhabitants is a key indicator (Atkinson, Cantillon, Marlier,
& Nolan, 2002).
Studies have found that poor quality housing can cause psychological stress (Kearns & Smith 1993; Dunn 2002)
and can negatively impact self-esteem and family self-sufficiency (Evans et al. 2000; Bratt 2002). Some of the
factors contributing to these mental issues include “anxiety about structural hazards, worry and lack of control
over maintenance and management practices, and fear of crime” (Evans et al. 2000).
Grayling, et al., (2002) indicated that the dwellers living in deprived areas, where the incidence of poor housing
is often highest, are three more times likely to be in dangers. Furthermore, Fujiwara (2013) find that those living
in a household with pollution, grime or other objective environmental problems with their housing have reduced
life satisfaction. Whereas, a dweller’s perceived level of safety in their home or local community may also have
an impact on their emotional wellbeing (Blackman, et al., 2001). Poor quality housing negatively also influences
a child’s behaviour and ability to focus at school, increasing stress and causing poor health or attendance that
leads to poor academic performance (Braconi 2001).
1.3 The Objective
The main objective of this paper is to measure the impact of housing conditions on the attitude, behaviour,
emotions, feelings and psychological wellbeing of middle-income groups.
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2. Method
d
The study is purely baseed on a quantittative method. 400 residents from middle-iincome groupss were requestted to
answer thee questionnaire that measurees “housing coonditions and wellbeing”. P
Participants weere from two urban
u
states in M
Malaysia; Kuaala Lumpur annd Johor Bahrru (Skudai). T
The sampling m
method was bbased on purpo
osive
sampling, focusing on middle-income
m
e housing areaas. The targetted number off sampling waas 200 respond
dents
from each state, and the number of ansswered script rreceived were 390 from bothh stats.
3. Results
The scale used on this study focuses on housing qquality and its impact on weellbeing. Frequuency was used to
calculate tthe number annd percentage of respondentts’ answer to all questions. The results w
were highlighte
ed as
followed:
3.1 Demoggraphic Variabble
The majorrity of responddents were M
Malays 75.13%
% whose age ggroup was beloow 40-years oold (66.66%), earn
between R
RM1001-RM3000 monthly, and not afforrd to buy a hhouse (90.51%
%) because thee price is too high
(81.03%). This signifiedd that the salarry average in M
Malaysia is veery low; add innto the fact thaat the big dang
ger is
the massivve increase of housing pricee in Malaysia. According to Yin Shao Looong (2014), inn 2013, the me
edian
salary for Malaysians was RM1700 peer month. For non-Malaysianns it was RM9980. In 2013, 550% of Malay
ysians
earned RM
M1700 and bellow per monthh. The largest sshare of houseehold expenditture was spent on housing, water,
w
electricity,, gas and other fuels, folloowed by foodd and non-foood beverages, transport, andd restaurants. This
outcome is very serioous; when hoousing costs make up a large share of the houseehold budget, and
low/middle-income popuulation is oftenn constrained bby the level off resources leftt for other neceessary expendiitures,
such as foood, healthcare and educationn. High housinng costs can thuus threaten weellbeing and ecconomic securiity of
the whole family. They may also geneerate forms off housing stress that may serriously hamperr relations betw
ween
all membeers of the housee.
3.2 The Im
mpact of Housiing Conditionss on the Emotioonal Wellbeingg
The scale uused in this stuudy focused onn the impact of housing conddition on the eemotion of Midddle-income grroup.
Frequencyy was conductted to calculatte the numberr and percentaage of responddents’ answer to “Yes” or “No”
“
questions. The results arre highlighted aas followed:
The Im
mpact of Housing
g Condition on Dw
wellers' Emotion
Missing value
1%
No 28%
Are you happy wheere you
are staying?

Yees
71%

Figure 1. Impact of hhousing conditiion on the emootion of middle-income grouup
motion and feeeling of particiipants toward the place theyy are livening.. The
The abovee figure (1) ideentifies the em
outcome iss very obviouss; most of the respondents (771%) are happpy and satisfiedd with the placce where they stay,
and only ((21%) are not. The happinesss in this conteext is not assoociated with thhe housing connditions; there must
be other reeasons make them
t
happy too stay in the pplace they are living. Becauuse respondentts overall complain
about houusing conditionns (will be hiighlighted lateer). Accordingg Ratcliffe (20010), happineess associated with
housing prrice; happier people
p
are thosse live in areass with systemaatically lower house prices, rising house prices
p
could have a direct effeect on people’’s happiness. T
This means thhat the effect of house prices on happine
ess is
identified by changes ovver time. Andd our respondeents are happyy because of tthe housing prrice that suite their
income annd not because of the housingg conditions annd quality.
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3.3 The Im
mpact of Housing Conditionss on Psychologgical Wellbeingg
T
The Impact of Hom
me Safety on Dwelllers' Psychology
66.66666667
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

33.076923
308

1
32.30769231

yes

no

Have you ever worried
over the possibility of
robbeery at your house?

68.20512821

65.8974359

yes

no

Do
o you feel depressed
wh
hen you heard about
th
he cases of crimes at
your place?

30.256
641026

yes

no
o

Did you ever worryy
about your family
because of the unsaffe
house environment?

me group
Figure 2. Imppact of housingg safety on thee psychological wellbeing off middle-incom
ment.
The abovee figure (2) shoowed that the majority worries about safetty and the secuurity of their lliving environm
They worrried over the possibility
p
of roobbery at theirr house, they aalso depressed when they heard about the cases
c
of crimes at their placce, and they aalways worry about their ffamily’s safetty because off the unsafe house
h
environmeent. This outcoome signified tthat home safetty and securityy are very important elementts that contribu
ute to
the wellbeeing of any individual;
i
unnsafe conditionns can threatten the entire residents’ weellbeing. Simiilarly
indicated bby Center (20111) that the linnk between saffe and adequatte housing andd wellbeing is very strong; safety
home playys an importantt role in influeencing the livess and life of thhe entire familiies, and living in a distressed
d area
irritates weellbeing.
Table 1. Cross tabulationn between home Sizze and number of people

The Impactt of Home Size o
on the
Psychollogical wellbein
ng
Yes 26%
%
No 74%

d can not breath because of
Do yyou feel tense and

do you feel tense
d
and can not
breath because of
your house size?

yourr house size?
missing

yes

no

value
number of people at home

Figurre 3. Impact of houssing size on psychoological wellbeing

Number off People in the H
House
26.41%
23..59%
30.00%
18.72%
15.89%
11.54%
20.00%
3.59
9%
10.00% 0.26%
0.00%

Totaal

Figure 4. Num
mber of people in thhe house

missing valuee

0

1

0

1

0

4

10

2

0

114

31

3

0

113

60

4

2

229

72

5

0

225

67

6+

3

116

43

5

1002

283

The abovee figure (3) inddicated that “hoome size” is nnot really stresssing the responndents of this study; the majjority
72.50% arre not tense beecause of hom
me size. The rreason could bbe because thee number of ppeople living in
n the
home is noot too big. It iss indicated in ffigure (4) that tthe majority off our respondeents were smalll family; they were
between 33-5 people in one house. Too be more acccurate “cross ttabulation” waas done betweeen home size
e and
number off people at hoome as shownn in table (1).. The result inndicated that m
majority who answered “no
o” to
whether thhey are tense because of hhome size weere those 3-5 people in onne home. Thiss signifies tha
at the
middle-inccome home siize in Malaysiia suites the nnumbers of peeople living onn it, therefore, majority was not
complaininng about homee size. But thiis outcome does not mean aat all that famiily in an overccrowding hom
me are
not tense and the homee size does noot influence thheir wellbeing.. Because reseearchers indicaated that crow
wding
house has detrimental efffects on both m
mental and phyysical health (E
Evans, 2001).
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To be morre detail the othher features off home were m
measured in relaation to wellbeeing as followeed:
The Impact of Noises
N
and Polu
ution On
Psychollogical wellbein
ng
Do you feel jittery
y
because of the
noises and
pollutions at yourr
place?

No

44%

Yes
56%

Fiigure 5. Impactt of noises andd pollution on tthe psychologiical wellbeing of middle-inccome group
The abovee figure (5) indicated thatt the majorityy complains aabout the noiises and polluution; 56% off the
respondennts feel jittery because of thhe noises andd pollutions att their place. T
This is signifi
fied that nosess and
pollution hhas an impact on the psychoological wellbbeing. Accordiing to Evans (2002), housinng type and qu
uality,
neighbourhhood quality, noise, crowdiing, indoor airr quality, and light have alll been linked to personal mental
m
health. Looud exterior nooise sources ellevate psychollogical distresss; Guite et al. (2006) confirm
med an association
between thhe physical ennvironment andd mental wellbbeing across a range of dom
mains. The mosst important fa
actors
that operatted independently were neigghbour noise, sense of over--crowding in tthe home and fear of crime. This
study highhlighted the neeed to intervenee noise and pollution to prom
mote mental weellbeing.
Finally, hoousing conditioon and psychollogical wellbeiing was analyssed as followed:
The Impacct of Housing Cond
dition on the Psycchological Wellbe
eing
69.48717949
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

63.8
84615385
51.7
79487179
45.897435
59

28.974358
897

yes

no

Are you stresssed
where you aare
staying?

34.871794
487

yes

no

Are you sham
me of
inviting friend
ds at
your place??

yes

no

Are you tensse
thinking of yo
our
house condition?

55.64102564
43.3
33333333

yes

no

do you find it
difficult to livee in
that kind of ho
ouse
but you have no
other choicee?

Figure 5. Impacct of housing cconditions on thhe psychological wellbeing of middle-incoome group
The abovee figure (5) inndicated that hhousing condiition has a greeat impact onn the psycholoogical wellbein
ng of
participantts. As shown, the majority ccomplains aboout their housinng conditions. They were sttressed of the place
p
where theyy are living, shhame of invitiing friends at ttheir place, tennse thinking of their house ccondition, and they
find it diffficult to live inn this kind of hhouse but they have no otherr choice. This out come from
m the psycholo
ogical
point of viiew is expecteed, because strressful and pooor living condditions can cauuse continuing feelings of sh
hame,
insecurity and worthlesssness. Therefoore governmennt need to loook into this isssue and help tthe middle-inc
come
groups impprove their hom
me conditions.
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3.4 The Im
mpact of Housiing Conditionss on Behavioraal Wellbeing
The Impactt of Housing Cond
dition and Size on Dwellers' Behaviiour
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

59
9.48717949
57.43589744
54.8717948
87
49.48717949
41.53846154
76923
39.2307
35.8974359
33.5
58974359

55.6410
02564
36.66666667
7

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Is your place iss
Is your child
IIs your house
affecting your
spend most of
ssize affecting
child s behaviorr? the time outside
your child s
the house?
growth and wellbeing?

yes

no

Is th
here any
changes on your
child s attitude
as an outcome
o
of
the plaace you are
staaying?

yes

no

Do you feel
indecisivee when
you are ou
ut, and
think whetther to
go back ho
ome or
stay outsiide all
the tim
me?

Figure 6. Impact of housingg conditions annd size on the bbehavioural weellbeing of parrticipants
Almost haalf of the partticipants descrribed their houusing conditioons as a contrributing factorr, which negattively
affect theirr children’s beehaviour and atttitude. To be m
more specific, (36.60%) of thhe respondentss complained about
a
the place tthey are livingg; according too them the chaanges on their child’s behaviour and attitudde is a result of
o the
place and environment thhey are living.. Additionally, (35.89%) of tthem evaluatedd their childrenn loafing behav
viour
and spendding most of their
t
time outt is because oof home condiitions and size. Furthermorre (41.53%) of the
respondennts indicated thhat home size iis a contributinng factor to chhild’s growth aand wellbeingg. Finally, (39.2
23%)
of them inndicated that thhey feel indeciisive when youu are out, and think many tim
mes whether tto go back hom
me or
stay outsidde all the time. This issue is vvey serious, peeople need vitaal solution to ttheir problems. Government need
to help andd support those families whoose children em
motion, attitudde and behavioours are affecteed because of home
h
conditionss. Managing thhe children beehaviour is veery important; therefore, sup
upport may alsso be needed from
school, fam
mily, neighbouurs, or psychologists.
4. Discusssion
Housing ccircumstances often have a direct impact on family’s hhealth, which iin turn significantly affects their
emotion, bbehaviour and psychologicall wellbeing. Inn the past, houusing was not bbig issue as thhe populations were
less and thhe houses werre more, cheapp, big and safee. But now thee issue is just tthe opposite, tthe population
ns are
getting biggger and the houses
h
are becooming more expensive, smaall in size and not safe at alll. In fact, this issue
will becom
me ever more critical
c
and com
mplicated in thhe future. Therrefore, the neeed for housing should be inclluded
in the couuntry vision annd mission, iff not, the key needs for thee low and midddle-income populations ma
ay be
missed.
The currennt research offfers strong suppport for the vviews that if hhousing qualityy were decreassed the househ
holds
wellbeing would also deecline. In this research, the main factors ccontributed to the wellbeingg of middle-inc
come
groups aree: home size, safety
s
and secuurity, housing feature and coonditions, as w
well as noises and pollution. The
objective oof this study was
w to analyse tthe impact of hhousing condittion on the weellbeing of midddle-income grroups.
The findinngs clearly inddicated the followings: (a) m
majority of thee respondents were middle aand low-house
ehold
income grooups, they monnthly earn betw
ween RM10011-3000; (b) incconsistency bettween housingg prices and inc
come
level of thhe participants; (c) the majjority were coomplaining abbout housing pprice, featuress, size, safety,, and
pollution; (d) noises andd pollution streesses majority of respondentts; (e) housingg condition hass a great impact on
the psychoological wellbbeing of middlle-income grooups; (e) majoority of the respondents com
mplain more about
a
housing coonditions as a contributing
c
faactors, which nnegatively affeect their childreen’s behaviourr and attitude.
Several coonclusions cann be drawn froom this discusssions and ouutcomes. First, housing conddition is a diff
fficult
concept too define, becaause it involvves individual judgments annd different evaluations, inn this research
h, for
instance, ppeople complaain about houssing condition,, yet they are happy and sattisfied with thee place where they
stay. Seconnd, evaluationns on the impact of housing conditions willl likely continnue to vary because it is unlikely
that all ressearchers will agree upon thhe same set of assumptions aand measures tto use when qquantifying hou
using
quality, hoousing size annd housing feaatures. Third, there are maany more factoors contributinng to wellbein
ng of
middle-inccome groups that
t
need to bbe considered in future reseearch. Fourth, Government m
must work hard to
improve tthe housing conditions
c
forr all citizens without too much of buurden to thosee in the low and
middle-inccome groups.
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From an implementation point of view, the present research findings can be used to tackle the impact of housing
conditions on the behaviour and psychological wellbeing of middle-income groups, and emphasizes on the need
for more safety and good condition houses. In conclusion, a review of academic literature has drawn together
strong evidence of the direct impact of housing on wellbeing. However, given the clear link, the volume of high
quality research on this area is surprisingly limited and there is an urgent need for more comprehensive research.
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